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Study aimed at addressing growing water
demand in the Nile Basin at final stage
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
None of the above and much more would be possible
without the dedication of the team at the Secretariat. I
am grateful to everyone for their continuing flexibility
and adaptability.
While we have, as much as possible moved most of our
activities online, we had to postpone some, which we
feel still require face to face interactions. A case in point
is the 6th Regional Nile Basin Development Forum, one
of the largest gatherings in the Nile Basin region, for science-policy dialogue. The aim of this high level event is
to foster cooperation and create a common understanding and appreciation among a wide range of stakeholders on issues and challenges of the Nile Basin.

I

write this message in the hope that you and your
loved ones are safe and in good health.

While face to face interactions with our stakeholders, has always been a major feature in implementation of our activities and key to fostering Nile
cooperation, the novel COVID 19 pandemic has dictated
otherwise over the last quarter and even months earlier.
We have focused on physically distanced human interactions. Some of our most recent activities conducted
virtually include the official launch of implementation
as well as inception workshop for the project aimed at
enhancing conjunctive management of surface and
ground water resources in the Nile Basin, the 54th Nile

Technical Advisory Committee meeting, as well as capacity building activities on different topics such as ‘use
of the Nile Basin River Flow Forecasting System as a
tool for climate change adaptation.’
We have also engaged virtually with our development
partners, including the World Bank and GIZ regarding new projects for the next five years. We have participated in international and regional events organised
by like-minded organisations and conducted interviews
to hire staff at the Secretariat, for our new groundwater
project.

The Forum had been scheduled to take place in October
2020 but was moved to next year, with the hope that the
pandemic will be behind us. However, we are also coming up with plan B, in the event that the pandemic will
still be with us.
In spite of the trials presented by the outbreak of the corona virus, we are continuing to work hard to deliver on
the NBI mandate, which is to facilitate Member States
in cooperatively managing and developing their shared
Nile Basin water resources for win-win outcomes. Water
continues to play a central role in the region although
water scarcity is one of the major challenges in the Nile
Basin. Even with the pandemic, the role of water in
fighting its spread cannot be over-emphasised given the
fact that frequent and proper hand washing is the most
basic frontline defense.
This is not to mention the ever growing demand on the
common water resources due to the rising population;
increasing urbanisation and growing economies, all resulting in declining per capita water availability, a situation which is further complicated by the potential impacts of climate change.
Going forward we will focus even more on bringing our
activities to your attention through our online channels
including our website and social media.
Please keep safe!

Prof Seifeldin Hamad Abdalla
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ter resources analysis in 2015 and completed it in 2016.
The analysis was carried out in close collaboration with
Member States through the Regional Expert Working
Group (REG) comprising one Nile-TAC members and
subject matter experts from each of the countries.
The result of the analysis managed to quantify the water
balance between supply and demand for current conditions and potential growth in demand, changes in supply and impending gap under selected cases of future
scenarios in the 2050 time horizon.
One of the key lessons learned from first phase assess-

<< One of the key lessons learned
from first phase assessment is that
if future planned water resources
investments are not coordinated and
optimised basin-wide, there would
be significant risks of increased
level of water stress in the Basin and
consequently countries failing to meet
future water demand. >>

ment is that if future planned water resources invest-

cial studies are in Irrigation demand projections and

ments are not coordinated and optimised basin-wide,

Water saving options; Water saving options through re-

there would be significant risks of increased level of

use of water and desalination, Municipal and industrial

water stress in the Basin and consequently countries

demand projection and Water saving options.

failing to meet future water demand. Furthermore, potential changes in environment and climate could exacerbate future gap in meeting demand, highlighting the
pressing need for adaptive management of the water resources to improve the resilience of the water system of
the River Nile.

The special study on ‘Irrigation demand projections and
Water saving options assessment’ carried out in partnership with IWMI produced: (i) Refined estimate of
the baseline irrigation water demand and assessment of
future projection for potential area expansion in irrigation; (ii) Identified scenarios for water saving from ir-

As a follow up to the findings, Nile-SEC identified a

rigated agriculture; (iii) Assessment on economic value

preliminary list of solutions in consultation with the

of water for irrigation; (iv) Development of a basin-wide

Regional Expert Working Group. The categories of solu-

approach for benchmarking irrigated agriculture per-

tions identified include Water Supply Enhancement, De-

formance and (v) Strategic recommendations for im-

mand Side Management and Basin System Management

proved irrigation water management.

for optimal water resources utilisation. Subsequently

The second component study on ‘Municipal and indus-

Phase 2 of the strategic water resources assessment was
launched with an objective to quantify the recommended measures and devise strategic options and recommendations to address the potential deficit for meeting
the growing water demands in the Nile Basin, more efficiently.

trial demand projection and Water saving options’ produced a demand-forecasting model for the municipal
and industrial sectors developed for the Nile riparian
countries by taking into consideration the major drivers
i.e. population growth, economic development, technological advancement and climate change. Subsequently,

The approach used in the second phase comprises con-

this model was utilised to quantify projections of wa-

ducting special studies to provide the building blocks of

ter demand for municipal and industrial sectors for the

the options assessment. The aim of the special studies

Nile Basin through the year 2050. This special study

is to provide detail insight in each sector correspond-

also identified and quantified key viable scope for wa-

ing to the preliminary list of issues identified, to provide

ter saving from the municipal and industrial water use

quantitative description of future trajectories of demand

sectors through employment of various measures such

growth and possible water saving measures. These spe-

as demand side management, adoption of water efficient
technologies and reduction of losses.
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The third special study looked into analysing the pros-

to address challenges of transboundary water resources

pect of water saving options through re-use of water and

management at Basin and sub-basin levels through sce-

desalination in the Nile Basin. Result of the assessment

nario and tradeoff analyses. Moreover, it will give a stra-

has provided estimated figures on scope of water saving,

tegic approach on how to meet the growing demand for

which can be achieved through implementation of reuse

water, food and energy both upstream and downstream

and desalination measures and the associated require-

of the Nile Basin, sustainably.

ment in investment. Such water saving measures can
help fill the potential gap in water supply for Nile Basin
countries.

The study was sent to the NBI Member States for comments. The details of the study will be shared and disseminated after approval by the Member States.

With the component studies completed, Nile-SEC is in
the process of synthesising the different water saving

Dr Yohannes Grebretsadik

options, demand projections and recommendations ob-

Regional Water Resources Analyst

tained from the building blocks. The outcome of the syn-

Nile-SEC, Entebbe
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thesis will devise the final options and recommendation
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Implementation of project on enhancing conjunctive
management of surface and ground water resources
in the Nile Basin launched

Some of the participants during the meeting

T

he implementation of the project entitled:
“Enhancing conjunctive management of surface and groundwater resources in selected
transboundary aquifers: Case study for selected shared groundwater bodies in the Nile Basin, was
jointly launched by the Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) and
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
on September 23, 2020.
The project will focus on three selected shared aquifers
namely the Kagera aquifer shared by Burundi, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda; Mt. Elgon aquifer shared by
Kenya and Uganda as well as Gedaref-Adigrat aquifer
shared by Ethiopia and Sudan.
“Nile Basin countries are heavily dependent on groundwater resources for water supply for, among others,
home use, livestock and even irrigation as well as municipal water supplies, noted the Chairperson of the Nile
Technical Advisory Committee, Ms Gladys Wekesa dur-

ing the meeting held virtually. She added that Nile Basin
countries regard groundwater as an insufficiently understood asset that can contribute to climate resilience.
The UNDP Resident Representative Ms Elsie Attafuah
reiterated the role that ground water plays in complementing surface water systems, including rivers, wetlands, lakes, which have not been adequately considered
in most transboundary river basin management initiatives, including the Nile Basin.
The Executive Director of the NBI Secretariat, Prof Seifeldin Hamad Abdalla said the aim of the project is to
foster the more effective utilisation and protection of selected shared aquifers in the Eastern Nile and the Nile
Equatorial Lakes regions through further improving the
understanding of available groundwater resources and
demonstrating ‘conjunctive management that enhances recharge and optimises the joint use of surface and
groundwater. “The project will also respond to climate
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potential climate change and ensure sustainable use of
groundwater use towards effective risk-reduction adaptation measures.
The seven participating countries will also be equipped
to achieve and report progress towards water-related
Sustainable Development Goals (specifically SDG 6 (Access to Water), 2 (Food and Nutrition Security) and 15
(manage forests, halt and reverse land degradation and
biodiversity loss, etc).
The project will be implemented over a five year period
from 2020 –2025, with funding of USD 5.3 million from
the Global Environment Facility (GEF) through UNDP
as well as USD 27.9 million co-financing from countries
and partners.
The meeting was attended by members of the Nile Technical Advisory Committee from the participating countries, namely Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda; Project management team
from NBI; UNDP Country Office staff and the UNDP/
GEF Regional Technical Advisor.

Map showing the selected three shared aquifers

change impacts and contribute to national achievements and reporting of water-related Sustainable Development Goals. It will further support environmental
protection whilst enhancing socio-economic development of the Basin’s population,” he added.
Benefits expected from the project include: mapping of
aquifers and understanding of quantity and quality of
water resources available to utilise, through conjunctive
use and management for sustainable socio-economic
development and meeting ecosystem requirements; improved understanding of the interactions between surface waters and ground waters, including opportunities
for artificial recharge when surface water is abundant
or to harvest runoff for recharge in arid and semi-arid
regions.
Other benefits are better defined Sub-basin and national climate change scenarios through the knowledge on
groundwater, to build-in resilience strategies to adapt to
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Water demand for various uses in the Nile Basin is rapidly growing and will outstrip the supply of conventional
surface based sources in the near future. More than 70%
of the rural population in many parts of the Nile Basin
depends on ground water. There is also an increasing
use of groundwater for other economic activities such as
irrigation, fisheries, mining and industries.
Groundwater holds the promise of closing the gap between water supply and demand, and in buffering the
effects of climate variability. However, pressure on
groundwater resources, through over exploitation and
pollution, is already felt in many small aquifers in the
upper Nile riparian countries.
The Groundwater project is one of the interventions by
NBI under its 10-year Strategy (2017 – 2027), aimed at
supporting Member States to address the rising water
demands for their rapidly growing economies and population.

Jane K. Baitwa
Communication and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist
Nile-SEC, Entebbe

Nile Basin Decision Support System user community
expands to include universities in the region

A

s part of efforts aimed at building the ca-

support for logging user tickets. The portal is used for

pacity of relevant Nile Basin citizens on the

tracking threads of correspondences from experts re-

use of the Nile Basin Decision Support Sys-

quiring support from NBI experts on the use of the tool.

tem (NB DSS), the Secretariat introduced

an online, free of charge and self-paced course in 2016,
which has so far attracted more than 500 trainees. The

To enrol for the NB DSS course, log on to https://elearn.
nilebasin.org/

NB DSS is an analytical tool jointly developed by NBI

To access the Helpdesk and User Community portal:

and Member States and completed in December 2012.

http://nbdss.nilebasin.org or send an email to help-

It is a common computer-based platform for communi-

desk@nilebasin.org

cation, information management and analysis of water
resources. It provides a framework for sharing knowledge, understanding river system behaviour, evaluating
alternative development and management strategies
and supporting informed decision making.
The increasing demand has also been witnessed from
universities in the Nile Basin region as a tool for water
resources analysis research. A case in point is the InterUniversity Council for East Africa (IUCEA), with whom
the Secretariat signed a memorandum of understanding to establish an enabling environment for promoting
common objectives of enhancing use of Information,
Communication and Technology (ICT) tools in research.

Going forward, the Secretariat is developing a web decision support dissemination platform that shall be used
to make available, analytical results along with hydrologic, hydraulic, and environmental as well as climate
data, to a wider audience in the NBI Member States.
The primary target for the Decision Support System
(DSS) online dissemination platform includes technicians and water resources planners from the ministries
responsible for water and related natural resources
management; members of the various working groups
and steering committee members following up NBI projects, academician and researchers.

A total of 20 more universities have since contacted the

Results from the Strategic Water Resources Analysis

Secretariat for the NB DSS and more than 130 software

conducted by the Secretariat as well the Nile Equatorial

licenses have been issued to staff and students in the

Lakes Investment Plan (NELIP) and Muilti-Sectoral In-

different university, who have used the tool to conduct

vestment Opportunity Assessment (MSIOA) carried out

several studies.

by NBI’s Nile Equatorial Lakes Subsidiary Action Pro-

In addition, three PhD students (two from DR Congo
and one from Sudan) , four master of science degree stu-

gramme Coordination Unit (NELSAP-CU) shall form
the initial knowledge base that will be accessed by users.

dents (two from Sudan and two from Uganda) and one

The platform is expected to be made available to the

bachelor of science degree(from Uganda), have used the

general public by end of November 2020

tool to carry out their research
With the growing use of the tool the need to support users cannot be over stressed. The NBI Secretariat established a Nile Basin Decision Support System Helpdesk

Sowed Wamala
Information Systems Specialist
Nile-SEC, Entebbe

and User Community portal that is used as first line
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Member States to benefit from the Nile Basin
River Flow Forecasting System
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NBI also monitors water levels in large lakes within the Nile Basin region

The 2020 floods over the Nile Basin

Causes of the floods

The Nile Basin has experienced significant flooding in

During the last few decades, there has been a wide rec-

2020, which impacted communities along the shore-

ognition that natural oscillations in the state of the Pa-

line of Lake Victoria in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda as

cific Ocean have a significant impact on the patterns of

well as communities near Lakes Kyoga and Albert. The

weather and climate around the world. Though distant

unprecedented rise in Lake Victoria water levels led to

from Africa, El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) sig-

more than 2 m water levels above average in Lake Kyo-

nificantly correlates with rainfall variations over Equa-

ga. These risings also caused large floods in South Su-

torial and Eastern Nile.

dan and Sudan. Some floods were also reported around
Lake Tana. The flood of the Blue Nile and White Nile
caused one of the worst riverine floods in Sudan.
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El Niño is the phenomenon in the equatorial Pacific
Ocean characterised by a positive sea-surface temperature departure from normal in the region of 5°N – 5°S,

120°W – 170°W greater than or equal in magnitude to

dian Ocean region, with the opposite in the east accom-

0.5 °C, averaged over three consecutive months. La Nina

panied by El Nino caused the major increases in rainfall

is the opposite cooling phase as shown in Figure.1.

over Lake Victoria sub-basin and other equatorial lakes.

El Niño effect within the tropical Pacific Ocean associated at the sources of Blue Nile and Tekeze-Atbara rivers

This resulted in heavy rainfall and floods over the equatorial lakes.

with below average rainfall. On the other hand La Nina

The El Nino at the end of 2019 and the beginning of

situation in the tropical Pacific Ocean associated in the

2020 (up to April) led to heavy rainfall over Lake Victo-

upper catchments of the Blue Nile and Tekeze-Atbara

ria and other Equatorial Lakes. Had it continued up to

with heavy rainfall. The shift of El Nino to La Nina led

June 2020, it would have led to drought or below aver-

to heavy rainfall over the upper catchment of the Blue

age rainfall on the Blue Nile Tekeze-Atbara sub-basins.

Nile and Tekeze-Atbara.

However, it caused heavy rainfall on the Equatorial

The positive extreme Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) phase
caused by warmer sea temperatures in the western In-

Lakes and shifted to La Nina and caused heavy rainfall
on the Eastern Nile.

Figure 1: Circulation pattern during El Nino and La Nina (source: https://public.wmo.int/)

The Nile Basin River Flow Forecasting System
The Nile Basin has such a huge size, diversity in climate,

range from few days to a season. The forecast system

complexity of hydrology, potentially diverse user needs

will have a web-interface so that the forecast informa-

and experiences extreme events including droughts and

tion is easily disseminated through the NBI Integrated

floods. The Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) Member States

Knowledge Portal (IKP).

are already experiencing the effects of climate change
and as such recognise the strong need for effective adaptation measures to climate change through river flow
forecasting system.

The Nile Basin River Flow Forecasting System (Figure
2) will also provide information about flows at particular selected points in the river network along the Nile
Basin, water levels on reservoirs and Lakes, and rain-

The Nile Basin River Flow Forecasting System (Figure

fall on catchments. The System was developed with NBI

2) will provide information about volume of stream flow

and supported by the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI),

that can be expected at particular points in the river

with funding from the World Bank.

network of the Basin in advance. The lead time could
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Figure 2: Nile Basin River Flow Forecasting System http://13.80.108.118/).

Monitoring water levels of large lakes on the Nile Basin
Beside forecasting water levels in large lakes, moni-

ous tributary rivers flow into the upper lakes and it is

toring the levels is good indication of the expansion of

essential to monitor the differences in water levels.

floods around them. The NBI therefore monitors the
largest lakes within the Nile Basin region namely; Lake
Victoria, Lake Kyoga, Lake Tana and Lake Nasser, which
are sensitive to changes in rainfall with variations impacting lake water levels and river discharges. Numer-

Figure 3 illustrates the water levels on Lake Victoria,
Lake Kyoga and Lake Tana. Water levels on Lake Kyoga
are a very good indication of the expected flows in South
Sudan, after 2 to 5 weeks.

Figure 3: Water levels compared to long term average over a) Lake
Victoria, b) Lake Kyoga and c) Lake Tana.

Dr. Modathir Zaroug
Regional Water Resources Modeler
Nile-SEC, Entebbe
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Capacity of Member States in river flow and
drought forecasting enhanced

O

ne of the important aspects of sustainable

The series of training, running from September 4 - 28,

water resources management is addressing

2020 will enable participants from the NBI Member

the challenges of equitable water utilisation

States as well as staff of the organisation, to understand

for transboundary water bodies such as riv-

MIKE Operations, MIKE Workbench, Drought module

ers, lakes and groundwater sources.

as well as irrigation and dam operation toolkits.

The Nile Basin Initiative Secretariat recently started
online training on the use of the Nile Basin River Flow
Forecasting System as a tool for climate change adaptation.
NBI Member States are already experiencing the effects
of climate change and as such recognise the need for effective adaptation measures to climate change through
drought and river flow forecasting.
River flow forecasting will be used for operational decision making. It will help manage the releases from
water storage facilities thereby enabling Member States

The training is organised with support of the World

to conserve water, improve planning as well as safety

Bank’s Cooperation in International Waters in Africa

of water infrastructure. It will further support decision

(CIWA) project and conducted by the Danish Hydraulic

making on cropping and provide opportunities to ex-

Institute (DHI).

Photo: shutterstock

tract water during local flow peaks.

Dr. Modathir Zaroug
Regional Water Resources Modeler
Nile-SEC, Entebbe
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NBI Generates Operational Evapotranspiration
Datasets for Nile Basin countries
An accurate estimation and monitoring of Actual Evapotranspiration (ETa) is
crucial for water resources planning and management.

E

vapotranspiration is the main mechanism

Previously, the Nile Basin Initiative (NBI), under the

through which most of the water received

Water Resources Planning and Management project,

as rainfall returns to the atmosphere. It ac-

generated operational ETa estimates from 1 January

counts for more than 70% of the outputs of

2000 to 31 August 2012. In addition, Secretariat un-

the water balance in the wettest areas of the basin like

der the World Bank funded Nile Cooperation for Results

the Blue Nile and the Lake Victoria sub-basin and even

(NCORE) project continued with generation of ETa esti-

more in drier areas. Evapotranspiration is the combined

mates over the Nile Basin countries for the period Sep-

process of evaporation from wet surfaces (soil, water,

tember 2012 to September 2014. These ETa estimates

and vegetation) and transpiration from the vegetation

were generated based on an improved remote sensing

cover, whether natural or made-made (e.g. irrigated

algorithm based on the global MOD16 ETa product.

land). The two processes occur simultaneously and are
difficult to separate.

The improved algorithm uses daily meteorological data
and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer

An accurate estimation and monitoring of Actual Evap-

(MODIS) land surface dynamic datasets as input for

otranspiration (ETa) is crucial for water resources plan-

daily ETa calculations. This algorithm was used to pro-

ning and management. This is in as far as it enables

duce estimates of ETa over the Nile Basin countries at a

identification of areas where ETa rates are high to pro-

spatial resolution of 1 km2 at 8-day, monthly and annual

pose water conservation projects, help to improve the

temporal scales. Since then, many new products, based

understanding of hydrology of the Basin thus shifting to

on various calculation methodologies and remotely

a proactive water management approach.

sensed information, have been developed. Such meth-

Applications such as irrigation water scheduling are
made largely based on crop water consumption. ETa
estimates have been used to improve water balance estimates and to select suitable sites for water storage/reservoir development. Having ETa estimates can also help
in detecting land use changes and analysing climatic

odologies include Mapping Evapo-Transpiration at high
Resolution with Internalised Calibration (METRIC)
model, Surface Energy Balance Algorithm for Land (SEBAL) model, Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS)
model, ETLook, and the Operational Simplified Surface
Energy Balance (SSEBop) model.

trends in the various regions of the Basin. Further-

With the support of Cooperation in International Wa-

more, with more and more storage dams planned by the

ters in Africa (CIWA), the Secretariat conducted a study

riparian countries, the need for coordinated operation

to evaluate ETa products generated, using at least five

becomes increasingly important to reduce total evapo-

models to continue the generation of operational ETa

ration from the dams.

values for 2010 - June 2021. The SSEBop, MOD16,

As ETa is linked to land and atmosphere interactions,
any variations in long-term ETa patterns may be indicative of the effects of climate change in the Nile Basin.
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WaPOR, and GLEAM products as well as a product
derived using SEBAL were used in the study. Based on
ground-based data provided by the NBI, the WaPOR
ETa product, which is based on a two-layer Penman-

Monteith equation, was found to be the best perform-

pacity development effort on the generation of ETa, the

ing product for the period 2009 to 2018. Analyses were

Secretariat conducted two trainings for NBI technical

performed at varying spatial and temporal scales over

experts and staff from the Ministry of Water and Envi-

man-made and natural water bodies, different sub-ba-

ronment in Uganda so that they can continue the gen-

sins, land-use types, irrigated areas, wetlands and other

eration of ETa after completion of the study.

areas of interest.
Data for WaPOR ETa estimates are available at the Secretariat for sharing with Nile Basin countries. As a ca-

Sowed Wamala
Information Systems Specialist
Nile-SEC, Entebbe

Rwanda to assume NBI’s top leadership

Hon. Sicily K. Kariuki (EGH), Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Water, Sanitation
and Irrigation - Kenya

R

Hon. Dr Mujawamariya Jeanne d’Arc, the Minister of Environment in
Rwanda

wanda is poised to assume the top political

At the same time, the current chairperson of the Nile

leadership of NBI during the 28th annual

Technical Advisory Committee, Ms Gladys Wekesa from

Nile Council of Ministers meeting. This is in

Kenya will hand over to her counterpart from Rwanda.

keeping with the organisation’s tradition of

the position rotating among the Member States annu-

Jane K. Baitwa

ally. Accordingly, the current chairperson, Hon. Sicily

Communication and Stakeholder Engagement Specialist

K. Kariuki (EGH), Cabinet Secretary, Ministry of Wa-

Nile-SEC, Entebbe

ter, Sanitation and Irrigation - Kenya, will hand over to
Hon. Dr Mujawamariya Jeanne d’Arc, the Minister of
Environment in Rwanda.
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Governance assesses progress in implementation of
the Secretariat’s programme work

Ms Gladys Wekesa, chairperson of the Nile Technical Advisory Committee

T

he 54th Nile Technical Advisory Committee

The annual Progress report for the financial year

(Nile-TAC) meeting was held on July 27 – 28,

2019/2020 was recommended for adoption by the Mem-

2020 through a virtual platform. Presided

ber States while the annual work plan for the financial

over by the Nile-TAC Chairperson, Ms Gla-

year 2020/2021 was approved provisionally pending en-

dys Wekesa OGW, the meeting was convened to review

dorsement by the Nile Council of Ministers (Nile-COM).

the health of the Secretariat, assess progress in implementation of the programme work and provide guidance on way forward.

The Secretariat also informed members about the new
World Bank funded Nile Cooperation for Climate Resilient project whose preparation is in advanced stages.

Members noted that a number of planned activities had

The project is under Cooperation in International Wa-

not been realised due to the challenges caused by the

ters in Africa (CIWA) Trust Fund.

Global COVID-19 pandemic. Nile-SEC was instructed to
develop a post COVID-19 Strategy to manage the risks

Tom Waako

that might arise due to the pandemic during implemen-

Programme Officer

tation of the work plan.

Nile-SEC, Entebbe
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ANNOUNCEMENT…

6th Nile Basin Development Forum re-scheduled to 2021

T

he 6th Nile Basin Development Forum

The forum also provides an opportunity for sharing lat-

(NBDF) was re-scheduled to take place in

est information, knowledge and best practices as well

2021 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia under the

as building partnerships among professionals in trans-

theme: Rethinking Regional Invest-

boundary water resources management and develop-

ments in the Nile Basin. The Nile Basin Initiative
(NBI) and the host country, agreed to postpone this
high level regional earlier planned to take place from
October 27 – 29, 2020 following the outbreak of the corona virus.

ment.
In the meantime, the NBI Secretariat together with the
host country and our partners will continue to work on
the detailed preparations so as to ensure a successful
event on a new date to be communicated as soon as pos-

The NBDF is one of the largest gatherings in the Nile
Basin region, for science-policy dialogue. Its aim is to
foster cooperation and create a common understanding
and appreciation among a wide range of stakeholders on
issues and challenges of the Nile Basin.

sible.
Do not hesitate to contact us if you require any further
information or clarification.
Stay safe!

Previous Nile Basin Development Forums (NBDF)
Host country

Theme

Date

1st NBDF

Ethiopia

The role of the River Nile in Poverty Reduction and Economic Development

2006

2 NBDF

Sudan

Environment and Water Resources Management for Peace and Cooperation in the Nile Basin

2008

3rd NBDF

Rwanda

Climate Change and its Implications for Sustainable Development and Cooperation in the Nile
Basin – Threats and Opportunities to Nile Basin Cooperation

2011

4th NBDF

Kenya

Building Sustainable Transboundary Cooperation in a Complex River Basin: Challenges,
Lessons and Prospects

2014

5th NBDF

Rwanda

Investing in Nile Cooperation for a Water Secure Future

2017

nd

Find out more: http://6nbdf.nilebasin.org
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Nile Media Awards 2021 submission deadline
postponed to November 30, 2020

D

ue to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Nile Media Awards was postponed from October
2020 to the following year in 2021. Subsequently, the deadline for submission of en-

tries into the awards has been extended to November

NILE MEDIA AWARDS 2021

30, 2020.

RECOGNIZING JOURNALISTS FOR BALANCED REPORTING ON NILE COOPERATION

Journalists are invited to submit original pieces of their

Deadline for entries extended: November 30, 2020

work that promote Cooperation in Transboundary Wa-

Guidelines for design and usage – for bilateral projects abroad | 13

https://nilebasin.org/mediaawards/

ters in the Nile Basin. This includes topics such as coun-

Guidelines for design and usage – for bilateral projects abroad | 13

Guidelines for design and usage – Introduction | 5

tries jointly addressing challenges like climate change,

Print

Radio

Television

examPles of PosITIonInG

Photography

Digital

Introduction
Guidelines for design and usage – for bilateral projects abroad | 13
in bilateral
projects
The cooperation
logo

examPles of PosITIonInG

maximising socio-economic benefits, minimising risks

in bilateral projects
Three versions of the logo are used:

1: Usage
in bilateral
Guidelines for design and usage – for bilateralVersion
projects
abroad
| 13 projects abroad
Example: Fiji; Official language: English

1_For bilateral projects abroad (> page 8)

Guidelines for design and usage – Introduction | 5

and costs of development projects, and promoting re-

example: banner, roll-up (image size greatly reduced)

2_For multilateral projects abroad (> page 17)
3_For unilateral projects abroad (> page 23)

example: banner, roll-up (image
size greatly reduced)
german

The three options described on the following pages prescribe the
usage of the logo in precise detail.

examPles of PosITIonInG

cooperation

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

gional peace and security through the cooperative man-examPles of PosITIonInG

Please address any questions or concerns to:

Introduction
in bilateral
projects
The cooperation
logo

in bilateral projects

Three versions of the logo are used:

agement and use of the shared Nile Basin water resourc-

Federal Foreign Office
Division 608
608-r@auswaertiges-amt.de
tel. +49 (0)30 5000-2858 (administrative office)

Version 1: Usage in bilateral projects abroad
Example: Fiji; Official language: English

1_For bilateral projects abroad (> page 8)

example: banner, roll-up (image size greatly reduced)

2_For multilateral projects abroad (> page 17)

or

3_For unilateral projects abroad (> page 23)

es.

SPONSORED BY

Federal Foreign Office
Division 600
600-r@auswaertiges-amt.de
tel. +49 (0)30 5000-2634 (administrative office)

Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ)
referat220@bmz.bund.de
referatk2@bmz.bund.de

example: banner, roll-up (image
size greatly reduced)
german

The three options described on the following pages prescribe the
usage of the logo in precise detail.

cooperation

Version 2: Usage in multilateral projects abroad (and in exceptional cases in bilateral projects)
Example: Official language: English

german
german
german
DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

Version 3: Usage in unilateral projects abroad
single version in English and German

PARTNERS

Please address any questions or concerns to:
Federal Foreign Office
Division 600
600-r@auswaertiges-amt.de
tel. +49 (0)30 5000-2634 (administrative office)
Federal Foreign Office
Division 608
608-r@auswaertiges-amt.de
tel. +49 (0)30 5000-2858 (administrative office)

The Award is open to all practicing journalists including
or

Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ)
referat220@bmz.bund.de
referatk2@bmz.bund.de

freelancers in the mainstream media and multi-media
outlets from the Nile Basin countries. Categories for en-

Version 2: Usage in multilateral projects abroad (and in exceptional cases in bilateral projects)
Example: Official language: English

(scale: Cooperation logo
100%, implementing

german
german
german

digital categories. From this pool, judges will also select

Implemented
by: by:
Implemented

cooperation
cooperation
cooperation
DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

german

cooperation

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

organization
logos and logo
(scale:
Cooperation
other logos
80%)
100%,
implementing
organization logos and
other logos 80%)

german

cooperation

Version 3: Usage in unilateral projects abroad
single version in English and German

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

LOGO1
Unterzeile Logo

LOGO1
Unterzeile Logo

issues in the Nile Basin. The awards are supported by
(scale: Cooperation logo
100%, implementing
organization
logos and logo
(scale:
Cooperation
other logos
80%)
100%,
implementing

german

cooperation
DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

organization logos and
other logos 80%)

german

GIZ, on behalf of the German Federal Government and
cooperation

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

tries include print, radio, television, photography and

Implemented
by: by:
Implemented

cooperation
cooperation
cooperation
DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

DEUTsChE ZUsAMMENARBEIT

LOGO1
Unterzeile Logo

LOGO1
Unterzeile Logo

the European Union.
These examples show possible ways to use the logo when no relevant guidelines for the situation are provided in the German Government style Guide.

the best female entry and best collaborative story. No

Partners who have been part of this regular event in-

entry fee is required.

clude the Nile Basin Discourse (NBD), Global Water

These examples show possible ways to use the logo when no relevant guidelines for the situation are provided in the German Government style Guide.

These examples show possible ways to use the logo when no relevant guidelines for the situation are provided in the German Government style Guide.

The entries should have been published between July

Partnership Eastern Africa (GWP EnA), Inter Govern-

These examples show possible ways to use the logo when no relevant guidelines for the situation are provided in the German Government style Guide.

2017 and November 30, 2020 in publications in the 10
NBI Member States namely; Burundi, DR Congo, Egypt,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, The Sudan,
Tanzania and Uganda.

mental Authority on Development (IGAD), Deutsche
Welle (DW), Media in Cooperation and Transition
(MiCT) and Water Journalists Africa.

Elizabeth Agiro

The Nile Media Awards is a competition whose aim is to

Media Relations Expert

promote increased factual and balanced reporting about

Nile-SEC, Entebbe
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Corporate Report 2020

T

his NBI annual corporate report 2020 covers the period July 2019 to June 2020. It is
important to note that implementation of
planned activities during most of the last

half of the financial year was affected by the COVID-19
pandemic.
The report covers key events carried out during the year
as well as progress and key results achieved against the
organisation’s six goals namely: water security, energy
security, food security, environmental sustainability,
climate change adaptation as well as strengthening
tions and corporate support services.

CORPORATE REPORT 2020
Photo: shutterstock

transboundary water governance cross-cutting func-

The report also provides an overview of the revenue,
expenses and sources of funding.
It is worth noting that during the period under review,
there was an increase in the number of stakeholders
who rate NBI’s services as satisfactory or higher from
79 percent last financial year, to 93 percent.

Link to the report: https://nilebasin.org/documentspublications/88-corporate-report-2020/file

Coming soon...
Our Nile Our Benefits
This is the second edition of the publication that high-

are deriving from working together as countries that

lights the benefits of Nile cooperation, after our inau-

share the world’s longest river, the Nile, under the aus-

gural issue published in 2016. This publication captures

pices of the NBI for the last 21 years.

the benefits Nile Basin Initiative (NBI) Member States

State of the River Nile Basin Report 2020
This second Report builds on the 2012 report by tak-

main Basin development challenges. It presents facts,

ing stock of the developments that have been made since

trends, patterns, synthesis and indicators for both the

2012, critically assessing the evolving pressures on the

Basin health and multiple biophysical conditions. It also

Basin resources and effects in terms on sustainable uti-

establishes the foundation and structure for reporting

lisation of the Basin’s water and related resources. The

Basin health and monitoring of the impact of measures

report also tracks progress towards overcoming the

taken at national and regional levels.
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